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Jade Moebius Cowl
Instructions
Note: This piece is worked flat. When completed, twist one half turn and bind off
ends together with the Three Needle Bind-off method.
Provisional Cast on:
Crochet chain of 50
Leaving a long tail for binding off later, pick up and knit 50 stitches through back
loop of chains.
Note: If you do a regular cast on, you can sew ends together when complete.

Cowl
Row 1 :
Row 2-8:
Row 9:
Row 10-17:
Row 18:

sl 1 * p1, k1* repeat * -* to last stitch, k1
repeat row 1
sl1, c12, (p1,k1)12 times, c12, k1
repeat row 1
repeat row 9

Repeat rows 1-18 10 more times (work more repeats if longer cowl is desired, 20
repeats makes a nice infinity cowl, but will require additional yarn.)
Remove crocheted chain while placing stitches on second needle. Twist fabric 180°
and bind off using the Three Needle Bind-off method, working live stitches with
provisional cast on stitches. Alternatively you can sew together.
Note: Slip all first stitches purlwise with yarn in front.

Materials
200g
of Jade yarn by Knitting
Fever (shade #8 shown)
US 10.5 needle (or size needed
to obtain gauge)

Three Needle Bind-Off method: (Insert tip of third needle into first stitch from front
needle, into first stitch on back needle and knit through both together. (One stitch
on Right hand needle.) * Knit next first stitch on front and back needles together
as well, now bind off one on right hand needle.* Repeat * to * until all stitches have
been worked. Pull tail through after last stitch is bound off.

Gauge

Abbreviations

Approx. 20 sts per 4 in/10 cm in
pattern.

Credits & Acknowledgements
garment design & photography
by Nancy Nagle of Nangellini Designs
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Knit
Purl
Stitch
Place Marker
Slip Marker
slip stitch purl-wise with yarn in front
Knit 2 stitches together through front loop
Slip 1 knit-wise, slip 1 knit-wise; knit those two slipped stitches together
sl6 to cable needle, hold to back, (p1, k1)3x, (p1, k1)3x from cable needle.
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